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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

End of Support (EOS)
Version 19.0 of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 reached EOS on September 30, 2020. No additional
updates are planned for the product and documentation. For the latest product documentation, see the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Version 20.0 documentation. For more information about end of service dates,
see Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page.
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Release Notes
Welcome to Version 19.0 of Endevor for Db2. Endevor Interface for Db2 for z/OS identifies all related components of an
application that the Db2 catalog manages. By ensuring the synchronization of cataloged and noncataloged entities, you
can fully protect the integrity of your applications. See the process and diagrams that explain how Endevor for Db2 helps
you to manage a Db2 application.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• Enhancements (what's new)
• Release compatibility and support (for release and support lifecycle dates, the maintenance grid, and fix strategy)

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, Installing on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation page.

Enhancements
To request enhancements, contact or a product manager, or post your request as an "idea" on the Database Management
for Db2 and IMS Community.

Management of Db2 Applications
Endevor manages and controls your software life cycle and the processes through which it goes during that life cycle. Db2
applications and their components require the same kind of life-cycle management, but have the additional complexity of
Db2 catalog management.

The following illustration shows four separate boxes. The two vertical sets of boxes are for development and production,
respectively. The two adjacent boxes at the top list the objects involved in Db2 catalog management. The two adjacent
boxes at the bottom list the items that are involved in software management. The illustration depicts some of the tasks
facing the administrator responsible for managing Db2 application development.
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Figure 1: Managing Db2 Applications

Object Maintenance by Db2 Catalog Management Software
Db2 catalog management software helps create and maintain databases, tablespaces, tables, views, plans, and Db2
packages. The Db2 catalog can track these objects. Also, the software tracks associations between catalog objects and
helps migrate objects from one Db2 subsystem to another (for example, from development to production).

The following illustration shows four separate boxes (two sets of boxes that are shown vertically for development and
production, respectively). The two adjacent upper boxes represent the components of a Db2 application that Db2
catalog management software typically controls. The two adjacent boxes at the bottom list items involved in software
management.
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Figure 2: Db2 Application Components

Importance of Synchronizing Db2 Application Components
A Db2 application consists of several components. Entities identified by the Db2 catalog include databases, tablespaces,
tables, views, indexes, Db2 packages, and plans. Entities not identified by the Db2 catalog include copybooks, programs
with SQL code, load modules, and DBRM members. You must synchronize all components of a Db2 application. For
example, you must incorporate the current definition of a table or view in a copybook; the program and the copybook must
be translated into a DBRM and load module; and the DBRM must be bound into a plan or Db2 package.

The following illustration shows several boxes with names of objects. The illustration shows how the various Db2
application objects interact:
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Figure 3: Synchronizing Db2 Application Components

If you change one object and you do not propagate the change to its dependents, the integrity of the application is
jeopardized. Eventually, the application does not operate as expected. For example, if you change and recompile a
program, you must bind the resulting DBRM into a plan or Db2 package. The corresponding load module cannot execute
if you do not bind the new DBRM.

Manage a Db2 Application Using the Endevor Interface for Db2
Endevor for Db2 identifies all related components of an application that the Db2 catalog manages. By ensuring the
synchronization of cataloged and noncataloged entities, you can fully protect the integrity of your applications.

To manage a Db2 application, use the following process as a roadmap:

1. Manage profile elements. The profile elements let you define an Endevor for Db2 JOB statement, set up Endevor for
Db2 (qualifiers and associations), and manage Endevor environments. The profile information controls the values that
are used during footprinting, synchronization, and DDL comparison.

2. Footprint Db2 plans and packages. The footprint information is stored in Db2 tables and used during synchronization
processing. You can view and delete footprint tables.

3. Synchronize Db2 objects and Endevor elements. The Synchronize facility uses batch jobs.
4. Compare the generated Data Definition Language (DDL) with the definitions stored in the target Db2 catalog. You can

edit the generated DDL, if necessary.

NOTE
For more information about each option, what's new, and support information, press F1 (help) from the Endevor
for Db2 Main Menu.

The following illustration shows various object shapes and includes arrows depicting visually how the Endevor for Db2
facilities work together to manage a Db2 application:
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The source and target locations could have separate libraries and Db2 catalogs for development and production. In the
preceding illustration, Endevor facilitates the promotion or migration from development or test to production.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.
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NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Endevor® Interface for Db2 for z/OS (Endevor Interface for Db2)
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Endevor® Software Change Manager (Endevor)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• IBM® Db2® for z/OS® (Db2)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 for z/OS (Mainframe Team Center - Database Management

for Db2)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS (Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Compare™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Compare)
• RC/Extract™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Extract)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
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Installing
Acquire Endevor for Db2 from the Broadcom Support portal.

The product pax file contains all the Database Management Solutions for Db2 products and components. Download this
file only once.

For detailed installation and post-install configuration instructions, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
Installing documentation.

After you install Endevor for Db2, review the operational and session-specific customization requirements in Getting
Started.
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Getting Started
Endevor for Db2 uses a profile to store information that it needs for execution. We recommend that you specify the job
card, setup (qualifiers, associations, and templates), and environment profile options before using the product. After you
set your profile options, you can begin using the product as described in the Using documentation.

1. Type 7 (Endevor for Db2) on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type 0 (Profile) on the Endevor for Db2 Main Menu and press Enter.
3. Select the following options:
1 (Jobcard)

Includes parameters that are used in generating batch jobs (like in the synchronization and compare jobs). Once
defined, these values are applied during batch processing.

NOTE

Specify at least one line of jobcard information. You can specify up to eight lines of information, but only
the first four lines are displayed on batch processor panels for modification.

2 (Setup)
Includes qualifiers, associations, and templates. The qualifiers (option 1) identify the Db2 subsystem that contains
the items to process and the following values:

• The table qualifier for accessing the Db2 catalog and product footprint tables.
• The product plan name.

The association table (option 2) relates specific objects with Endevor inventory locations. You can display all
entries, create associations using the template (copy) option, update, and delete existing associations. For
example, you can associate several Db2 subsystem IDs with a Endevor environment. Other product functions
use the association table to identify the Db2 systems for processing. For example, the BACKBIND function of the
BINDSYNC batch utility command. This function uses the association table to identify the Db2 subsystems where
binds should be run when an application is generated.

NOTE
To bind DBRMs to Endevor locations where the element can be used, use the BACK BIND control
statement.

3 (Environments)
Lets you view and manage different Endevor environments through the Endevor for Db2 profile settings.
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Using
Endevor for Db2 lets you implement footprinting, synchronize application components, compare catalog definitions, and
automate Db2 binds. You can also use the Endevor for Db2 batch user utility to automate product functions.

See the Table of Contents on the left pane for more information about using the product.

Wildcards

Wildcards are allowed for many panel fields and command assignments. A wildcard is specified with an asterisk (*)
and indicates that a match is made with the prefix preceding the asterisk. Prefixed wildcards and embedded character
wildcards are not supported. Complete wildcarding of an entire value is allowed.

The following wildcards are valid:

• doc* (searches for values beginning with doc)
• * (searches for all values for this field)

The following wildcards are not valid:

• *doc
• doc*rel

Footprinting and Binding
A footprint is a set of encrypted data generated by an Endevor (Endevor) processor to record information about source,
object, or load modules. Footprints contain location and event information from the Master Control File (MCF) record for
the element. This data is used to display or process information related to the element. You can use this information to
recreate the original source code from executables.

Endevor footprints the software entities (such as source code, DBRMs, and load modules) and stores the footprints in the
source and executable elements. This information is also used to synchronize application components.

NOTE
For more information about element footprinting, see the Endevor documentation.

Footprint Attributes
A footprint includes the following attributes:

• Site ID
• Environment name
• Stage number
• System name
• Subsystem name
• Element name
• Element type
• Element version or level
• Date and time of the footprint
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Db2 Footprinting
Endevor for Db2 extends the Endevor footprint and applies it to Db2 DBRMs bound to plans and packages. The footprint
can relate to the following items:

• Individual source, object, or load modules
• DBRMs
• Db2 packages and plans

You can associate executable code (such as a load module) and its corresponding source with its associated Db2 plan
and package.

Endevor for Db2 footprints Db2 plans and Db2 packages and stores the footprint information in Db2 tables. The stored
information is used during synchronization to establish the connection between Endevor elements and the Db2 objects
they reference.

The following illustration shows several levels of rectangular boxes. Arrows are included to depict the events leading
from source code at the beginning to eventual footprint tables. The illustration shows the Endevor and Endevor for Db2
footprinting process.
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Prepare the Db2 Program for Footprinting
Footprinting occurs when you prepare a Db2 application program for execution. Before you can execute a Db2 program
containing SQL statements, you must perform the following:

1. Process the code through the Db2 precompiler.
2. Compile and link-edit the program.
3. Bind the plans and packages.

WARNING
You must ensure that binds -- especially binds for production -- do not occur outside of Endevor. Otherwise,
your footprint tables will not be current and Endevor for Db2 will not function properly.

NOTE
Depending on how Endevor has been implemented at your site, footprinting occurs after one or more of these
steps.

All Db2 plan and package binding should be done through Endevor processors, which have been set up to create
footprints at each step. When these processors are executed, footprints are created for Endevor entities such as load
modules and DBRM members. An Endevor for Db2 footprint step in the processor uses the Endevor footprint that is
stored in the DBRM member and stores it in its footprint tables.

Db2 Precompile

When you prepare a Db2 application that is written in COBOL, FORTRAN, C, PL/I, APL2, or Assembler for execution,
you must first process the code through the Db2 precompiler. The Db2 precompiler identifies the SQL statements that are
embedded in the source before the application is compiled and link-edited. The output from the Db2 precompile process
consists of expanded source and a DBRM.

The expanded source contains modifications to comment out the original SQL statements and make calls to the Db2
language interface. The expanded source statements are used as input to the compile process.

The Db2 precompiler checks the syntax of the SQL statements and replaces them with the actual code necessary to
invoke Db2. If the syntax is correct, the precompiler copies the code into a DBRM. A DBRM is a PDS member that
contains information representing the source SQL statements in a program. The DBRM is used as input to the bind
process which creates the Db2 application plan or package. The DBRM is footprinted (FP1) to indicate its source
program.

Compile and Link-Edit

When the expanded SQL program is compiled by the native language compiler, the object form of that program is given
a footprint identical to the associated DBRM (FP1). When the program is link-edited, the footprint is propagated to the
CSECT in any load modules in which it is included. Endevor can use the footprint that is created in the object or load
modules to determine exactly what version and level of the source was used to create it and the date and time it was
compiled.

The footprint establishes a cross-reference between the contents of the load modules and DBRMs, and the application
plans and packages in the Db2 catalog. The footprint serves as a link between Db2 objects and Endevor elements.

Bind Plans and Packages

In Db2, the equivalent of a load module is a Db2 plan or package. A Db2 package is created by binding DBRMs, and
a Db2 plan is created by binding DBRMs and packages. When DBRMs are bound to Db2 plans or packages, Endevor
footprints the DBRM information and maintains that information in one of two tables:

• EDB2FP01 (plan footprint table)
• EDB2FP02 (package footprint table)
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The footprint information reflects the version and level, and the compile date and time of the programs that created the
DBRMs in the application plan.

Footprinting uses the same Db2 BIND commands that are used for binding plans and packages. The BIND commands
are processed as follows:

• The footprinting facility uses the Db2 catalog to verify the BIND or FREE command.
• The footprinting facility parses the command and extracts the footprint from the DBRM.

Implement Footprinting
To use all the facilities of Endevor for Db2 effectively, implement footprinting to ensure that Endevor footprints are
recorded. Much of synchronization processing depends on footprints being recorded consistently in the footprint tables.
To record Db2 binds for all of the Endevor-controlled applications that you want to synchronize, use Endevor for Db2
footprinting.

NOTE
Footprinting is typically done following the BIND step, in the processor, based on condition codes.

To start recording Endevor for Db2 footprinting, perform the following tasks:

1. Create a processor and add the FOOTDb2F and FOOTDb2 footprint steps, or modify your existing processors to
include these steps. Steps can be added using the sample JCL in the ENNSGENP member in hlq.CDBASRC. Use this
sample as a guide for developing your own processor steps and change the content of the sample. As you perform
binds, the footprint tables are populated. Within the sample, specify:
– The high-level qualifier of the Endevor for Db2 data sets (where it is installed).
– The data set name of the CDBADBRM.
– (Optional) An input data set that contains the DBRM library. By default, the Db2 BIND command and the footprinting

facility read the DBRM from the library that is allocated to this ddname. You can alternatively allocate the DBRM
library using the LIBRARY keyword of the BIND command. The attributes are the same as the Db2 requirements for
DBRM libraries.

– An input data set that contains the BIND commands (SYSIN). The footprinting facility expects this data set to begin
with the DSN command containing the SYSTEM keyword. While the facility does not actually do anything with this
command, failure to include the DSN command in this data set causes the footprinting facility to fail. This data set is
LRECL=80.

2. Maintain Endevor for Db2 footprint tables as you would maintain your Db2 plans and packages using the Db2 FREE
command. The Db2 FREE command is processed similarly to the BIND command, but FREE deletes the identified
row from the footprint table.
Use option 1 on the Endevor for Db2 Main Menu to view data in the footprint tables for plans and packages including
dependents. You can use this information to free footprint tables when plans or packages are deleted.

NOTE
If the footprint data is no longer valid, you can delete it using the ISPF panels or through the batch utility.

Synchronizing Application Components
 

The Synchronize facility helps a user (for example, an administrator or programmer) determine the effects that changes --
or potential changes -- have on an application.

The Synchronize facility ensures that the Db2 catalog components that are considered part of a Db2 application
are synchronized with the application components that are managed by Endevor. Synchronize executes in batch
and accesses the Db2 catalog and DBRM footprint data to identify relationships between Db2 and Endevor entities.
Synchronize depends on the Db2 catalog entries that are recorded when static SQL is bound.
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How to Identify Relationships
Understanding object and component relationships is important for determining the magnitude of potential changes to an
application. You can use the Synchronize facility to determine relationships as follows:

• Identify all related Db2 objects that are referenced and used by an application.
• Report on the interrelationships within an application.
• Use relationship information to assign resources based on the expected impact of changes to an application.

How Synchronize Processing Works
The synchronization process can provide information for doing comparisons across catalogs or migrating changes across
environments. Synchronization processing works as follows:

• You enter selection criteria for the synchronization process to use, and JCL is produced based on your entries.
• You instruct the Synchronize facility to generate DDL or bind control cards (based on the JCL). The Synchronize facility

creates a RC/Migrator quick migration job containing the DDL or bind control cards.
• You execute the quick migration job, generating the following output, based on the selection criteria:

– Bind control cards or DDL
– An impact analysis report, showing the Db2 objects that are impacted (for example, which Db2 objects are affected

by an application change)

Use the generated DDL to migrate the Db2 changes from a test environment to a QA environment or as input for
comparing target and source catalog definitions.

The following illustration shows several shapes with connecting arrows showing how the Synchronize facility works with
Endevor component and object lists and showing the output (bind cards or DDL) from Synchronize. The illustration, in
effect, shows the Synchronize process.
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Figure 4: Synchronize Process

Synchronize Your Components
Synchronization ensures that the Db2 catalog components that are considered part of a Db2 application are synchronized
with the application components that  manages. When you specify elements, plans, packages, tables, and views for an
application, you can use the Synchronize facility to identify all Db2 objects and  elements and any exceptions relating to
those objects.
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You can select the entity types (Db2 tables, views, plans, packages, or  elements) to synchronize. More than one type can
be selected. You can also specify:

• Whether to generate DDL or bind statements only
• The output data set name
• The Db2 subsystem
• The Db2 catalog table qualifier
• The footprint table qualifier

1. Type 7 (Endevor for Db2) on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type 2 (Synchronize) on the Endevor for Db2 Main Menu and press Enter.
3. Specify the appropriate synchronization options and press Enter.

For each option you select, the appropriate Selection Criteria panel appears.
When you have entered all selection criteria, the Synchronize panel reappears and displays asterisks in the selection
criteria fields for the criteria specified.

4. Press Enter.
The criteria is processed. DDL or BIND control statements are generated and added to the JCL.

5. (Optional) Edit the saved JCL.
6. Generate the DDL or bind control statements from the JCL.
7. (Optional) Alter the DDL or bind control statements. Normal ISPF edit commands are honored.
8. Execute the DDL or bind control statements.

How to Manage Selection Criteria
You can move, copy, delete, and replicate Db2 data elements on selection criteria panels. Based on the criteria entries,
Endevor for Db2 locates all dependent and related Db2 objects and Endevor elements.

You can enter several line commands (copy, delete, replicate, insert) simultaneously on the panel (one command per line).
This capability adds flexibility and the ability to manipulate your list more easily, and quickly create other instances of any
line or block of lines. You can insert blank lines on which other objects and associated creators can be specified. This
option lets you control the size of your list of items.

NOTE
When a name is longer than the display area, you can scroll or expand the field to view the complete name. For
more information about these commands, see the online help.

To create and process selection criteria, complete the following steps:

• Select one or more criteria categories on the Endevor for Db2 Synchronize panel.
• Enter criteria on individual selection criteria panels.
• Submit your work to a data set as a batch job from the Batch JCL Specification panel.

After you have processed the Synchronize selection criteria, the Synchronize panel is redisplayed with asterisks next to
the processed criteria. You can continue the Synchronize process and generate its JCL by pressing Enter. This action
returns you to the Main Menu.

NOTE
You can use asterisks to specify wildcards -- but only at the end of the string.

Examples are provided to illustrate the ways in which various Selection Criteria panels can be used.

Example: Choose selection criteria for tables

To find all Db2 objects and Endevor elements that are dependent on and related to tables created by authorization ID
PAYROLL, type PAYROLL in the Creator field and * (asterisk) in the Db2 table name field, then press Enter.

Example: Choose selection criteria for views
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To find all Db2 objects and Endevor elements that are dependent upon and related to views created by authorization ID
PAYROLL, type PAYROLL in the Creator field and * (asterisk) in the Db2 view name field, then press Enter

Example: Choose selection criteria for plans

To find all Db2 objects and Endevor elements that are dependent upon and related to the PAYROLL plan, type PAYROLL
in the Plan Name field and * (asterisk) in the Creator field, then press Enter.

Example: Choose selection criteria for packages

To find all Db2 objects and Endevor elements that are dependent upon and related to the PAYROLL collection, type
PAYROLL in the Collection field and * (asterisk) in the Creator and Package fields, then press Enter.

NOTE
If you specify a Db2 location for a package specification, Synchronize assumes that DDF access is available to
that Db2 location from the Db2 subsystem specified on the initial Synchronize panel. Synchronize searches the
remote Db2 subsystem for dependencies to the specified packages. The remote location name of those Db2
objects is retained in the entity list and appears in the Synchronize reports.

Example: Choose selection criteria for elements

To find all Db2 objects and Endevor elements that are dependent upon and related to the PAYROLL program, type
PAYROLL in the Element field, the environment name in the Environment field, and * (asterisk) in the remaining fields,
then press Enter.

NOTE
To specify other environments, systems, subsystems, types, or stages, type over the contents of the existing
fields.

Comparing Catalog Definitions
The catalog comparison process works as follows:

• The Db2 DDL that is generated from the Synchronize facility is compared to the data stored in the target Db2 catalog.
• After comparison, the following output is produced:

– A report showing the differences between the DDL and target catalog, thus providing an analysis of the changes to
be instituted.
The Compare Report displays information about the source, target, and new objects that cause DDL to be
generated at analysis time.

– DDL statements that can alter objects in the target Db2 subsystem to make the target look like the source input
DDL.

Comparing Catalog Definitions (Target and Source Catalogs)

You can compare DDL for any specific need. For example, you can analyze the DDL that you plan to move into production
and compare with the objects that are already there. The analysis results are written to an output DDL data set, which
contains batch processor commands, DDL, DCL, and optional in-file reports of the compare analysis. This data set can
then be executed to incorporate the differences into the target Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
The source and target locations can have separate libraries and Db2 catalogs for development and production.

1. Type 7 (Endevor for Db2) on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type 3 (Compare) on the Endevor for Db2 Main Menu and press Enter.

The Compare Analysis panel appears.
3. Specify the analysis options and press Enter.
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NOTE
To update the analysis options that control how you want to perform your compare DDL to Db2 analysis,
specify Y in the Update Options field. For more information about creating a compare rule set, an
automapping mask set, and the Compare report, see the RC/Migrator documentation.

The Batch JCL Specification panel displays. You are now ready to preview, edit, or submit the generate JCL to perform
the comparison.

4. Specify your batch options and submit for execution.
The JCL is submitted and you are returned to the CA Endevor Interface for Db2 Main Menu. The Compare Report is
generated. The differences are incorporated into the target Db2 subsystem.

How to Automate Db2 Binds
You can use processors to automate Db2 binds.

NOTE
The source for sample processors can be found in high-level.CDBASRC.

You can use the following processes to implement Db2 bind processing under Endevor:

• Bind multiple DBRMs to a plan
• Support subroutines
• Use one DBRM per plan

You can adjust implementation scenarios to suit your site needs. For example, you can have two sets of bind cards
that specify the Db2 subsystem and owner ID cards. That scenario requires you to maintain two sets of bind cards but
provides more flexibility regarding the options you can use.

In another implementation scenario, you can regenerate the bind parameters. The processor for the called routines
searches the BINDPARM elements for the appropriate name so that the plans are bound correctly.

How to Bind Multiple DBRMs to a Plan
You can bind multiple DBRMs into one plan.

Implementing this process under Endevor requires the use of a unique type. Usually, specific naming standards are in
place at a given site and it is nearly impossible to create BIND commands instream.

To bind multiple DBRMs to a plan, do the following:

1. Add all the Db2 programs for a corresponding plan into Endevor, Stage 1, using type COBDBL.
COBDBL is a COBOL program containing embedded SQL. Its generate processor performs a precompile, compile,
and link-edit, and produces a DBRM and load module. Alternatively, this processor could bind the DBRM to a package.
Its move processor copies the load module and DBRM to the target.

2. Create the processor by using EXECIFs to direct the bind operation to the correct Db2 subsystem.
3. Create the BIND command for the plan and store it in CA Endevor, Stage 1, under type BINDPARM.

NOTE
The BIND command must not contain the DSN command that specifies the Db2 subsystem. Code the DSN
command in the processor so that the programmer does not have to change it before moving to the next
stage.

BINDPARM contains the BIND command required to produce a Db2 plan, either from DBRMs or Db2 packages.
The element name matches the main component of the corresponding load module and the plan name. Its generate
processor performs a precompile, compile, and link-edit, and produces a DBRM and load module. Its move processor
invokes TSO to execute the bind procedure and produces the plan.
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NOTE
Steps 1 and 2 could be performed in one Endevor processor, which could execute the associated processors
for the elements. Type sequencing must be established so that the BINDPARM elements are stored after the
COBDBL elements.

4. Direct Endevor to invoke the appropriate processors and execute the bind operation. This process produces the
executable plans, regardless of whether the plans are bound directly to DBRMs or to Db2 packages.

5. Move the application to the target location by specifying that the BINDPARM element must be moved with the
programs.

 Example: Direct the Bind Operation to the Correct Db2 Subsystem 

The processor fragment in the following example shows the steps to direct the bind operation to the correct Db2
subsystem. The subsystem can also be specified as a symbolic.

//*********************************************************************

//* READ BIND SOURCE                                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//CONWRITE EXEC PGM=CONWRITE,COND=(0,LT),MAXRC=0

//ELMOUT   DD DSN=&&ELMOUT,DISP=(,PASS),

//            UNIT=&WRKUNIT,SPACE=(6160,(100,100),RLSE),

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160)

//*********************************************************************

//*  BIND APPLICATION PLAN IF EXECUTING IN TEST STAGE                 *

//*********************************************************************

//BINDBG   EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,MAXRC=7,

//            EXECIF=(&C1STGID,EQ,1)

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&DB2LOADL,DISP=SHR

//DBRMLIB  DD DSN=&CDBADBRM2,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT DD DSN=&&PARMLIST,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

//SYSTSIN  DD *

              DSN SYSTEM(ssid)

//         DD DSN=&&ELMOUT,DISP=SHR

/*

//*********************************************************************

//*  BIND APPLICATION PLAN IF EXECUTING IN PRODUCTION STAGE           *

//*********************************************************************

//BINDBG   EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,MAXRC=7,

//            EXECIF=(&C1STGID,EQ,2)

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&DB2LOADL,DISP=SHR

//DBRMLIB  DD DSN=&CDBADBRM2,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT DD DSN=&&PARMLIST,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

//SYSTSIN  DD *

              DSN SYSTEM(ssid)

//         DD DSN=&&ELMOUT,DISP=SHR

      

Example: Specify the BIND Command

The following code represents a sample BIND command:

BIND PLAN (CUST*1) -             `

MEMBER (CUST*1, CUST*2, CUST*3) -

ACTION (REPLACE) RETAIN -
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VALIDATE (BIND) -

ISOLATION (CS)

      

How to Support Subroutines
To support subroutines in your footprints, you must know:

• Which programs are called.
• Which program is the main or calling program of the application.

You can use this information to automate the bind operation.

BINDPARM contains the BIND command required to produce a Db2 plan from DBRMs or Db2 packages. The element
name matches the main component of the corresponding load module and the plan name. This type does not have
processors associated with it but uses either a source output library or reverse deltas.

To support subroutines, complete the following steps:

1. Add all the Db2 programs for a corresponding application into Endevor, Stage 1, using type COBDES or COBDBL, as
appropriate.
COBDES is a COBOL program with embedded SQL. Its generate processor precompiles, compiles, and link-edits,
and produces a DBRM and load module. Alternatively, this processor could bind the DBRM to a package. Its move
processor copies the load module and DBRM to the target location.
COBDBL is the main or calling program for the application. COBDBL is a COBOL program with embedded SQL. Its
generate processor precompiles, compiles, link-edits, and binds, and produces a DBRM, load module, and plan. Its
move processor moves the main load module and DBRM, and executes the bind to create a plan in the target Db2
catalog.

2. Store the BIND commands in Endevor, Stage 1.
The bind cards must not contain the DSN command that specifies the Db2 subsystem. Code the card in the processor
so that the programmer does not have to change it before moving to the next stage.

3. Using EXECIFs, direct the bind operation to the correct Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
Steps 1 and 2 could be performed in one Endevor processor, which could execute the associated processors
for the elements. Type sequencing must be established so that the BINDPARM elements are stored after the
COBDES elements. The appropriate processors are invoked and the bind operation is executed.

4. Establish type sequencing so that the COBDBL elements are stored after the COBDES elements.
By naming the BINDPARM element the same as the main program, the processor can use symbolics to pick up
the bind cards and execute them correctly. In this case, you do not have to worry about generating the BINDPARM
element. The bind processes correctly.
After you establish sequencing, the appropriate processors are invoked and the bind operation is executed.
Executable plans are produced regardless of whether the plans are bound directly with DBRMs or Db2 packages.

5. Move the application to the target location by specifying that the BINDPARM element must be moved with the
programs.

6. Generate the main program so the bind is re-executed if a subprogram is changed at any time in its lifecycle.

Example: Direct the Bind Operation to the Correct Db2 Subsystem

The following processor fragment illustrates how to direct the bind operation to the correct Db2 subsystem:

//*********************************************************************

//* READ BIND SOURCE                                                  

//*********************************************************************

//CONWRITE EXEC PGM=CONWRITE,COND=(0,LT),MAXRC=0                      
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//ELMOUT   DD   DSN=&&ELMOUT,DISP=(,PASS),                            

//              UNIT=&WRKUNIT,SPACE=(6160,(100,100),RLSE),            

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160)                  

//*********************************************************************

//* BIND APPLICATION PLAN IF EXECUTING IN TEST STAGE                  *

//*********************************************************************

//BINDBG   EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,MAXRC=7,                                 

//           EXECIF=(&C1STGID,EQ,1)                                   

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&DB2LOADL,DISP=SHR                                  

//DBRMLIB  DD DSN=&CDBADBRM2,DISP=SHR                                  

//SYSTSPRT DD DSN=&&PARMLIST,DISP=(OLD,PASS)                          

//SYSTSIN  DD *                                                       

              DSN SYSTEM(ssid)                                        

//         DD DSN=&&ELMOUT,DISP=SHR                                   

/*                                                                    

//*********************************************************************

//*  BIND APPLICATION PLAN IF EXECUTING IN PRODUCTION STAGE           *

//*********************************************************************

//BINDBG   EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,MAXRC=7,                                 

//           EXECIF=(&C1STGID,EQ,2)                                   

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&DB2LOADL,DISP=SHR                                  

//DBRMLIB  DD DSN=&CDBADBRM2,DISP=SHR                                  

//SYSTSPRT DD DSN=&&PARMLIST,DISP=(OLD,PASS)                          

//SYSTSIN  DD *                                                       

              DSN SYSTEM(ssid)                                        

//         DD DSN=&&ELMOUT,DISP=SHR

How to Use One DBRM per Plan
The most simplified method of implementing Db2 binds under Endevor is to use one DBRM for each plan.

NOTE
While this method is the easiest to implement, it is not widely used because it does not take full advantage of
Db2 functionality. You may want to consider some variation of this implementation.

To use one DBRM per plan, establish a type for COBOL programs with embedded SQL calls.

How to Circumvent Bind Authority Issues
If the person executing the move processor does not have the appropriate authority to perform the bind within the Db2
subsystem, you may alternatively use one of the following methods to execute the bind:

• Execute the bind under an IBM RACF alternate ID (in place of the user ID). Using this method, you can establish one
ID in the Db2 catalog as the bind ID with limited authority so it cannot perform any other functions.

NOTE
For more information about the alternate RACF ID, see the Endevor documentation.

• For single moves, do not execute the bind within the move processor. Instead, from the move processor, submit a job
to the internal reader with a job card that contains a valid user parameter.

• For multiple moves, write the BIND commands into a cumulative data set.
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Batch Utility
You can use the Endevor for Db2 batch user utility to automate product functions (alone and with other Broadcom
products). Endevor for Db2 accepts input from a data set and translates the functions into internal product commands.

The data sets can contain input control statements, template statements, and messages generated by Endevor for Db2.

The batch utility can be executed in any batch environment. You can run the utility as a step in a job (submitted through
the internal reader) or run it within a processor in Endevor.

To use the batch utility, follow these steps:

1. Create JCL that specifies the following information:
a. Program ENLBCPME as the entry point parameter to program PTLDRIVM.
b. Input data sets.
c. Control or template statements.

2. Submit the JCL for execution.

Data Sets Required for Batch Execution
The following data sets are required for Endevor for Db2 execution. In addition, other data sets might be required by other
functions driven by Endevor for Db2 to perform the requested actions.

NOTE
In general, output files can be dynamically allocated.

EDBOUT
Contains status messages and error messages generated by the product during batch execution.
Space requirements are determined by the number of input statements. In general, you can expect no more than
10 messages per input statement. Data set attributes are as follows:
DSORG: PS
LRECL: 80
RECFM: FB

EDBIN
Contains input control statements that drive product functions.
Space requirements are determined by the number of input statements. Usually, this data set will be small. Data
set attributes are as follows:
DSORG: PS
LRECL: 80
RECFM: FB

EDBTMPLT
Contains templates that customize output strings.

NOTE
If the EDBTMPLT data set is not allocated, no templates are used, and the generated output might not
contain the expected values.

Space requirements are determined by the number of templates defined. Data set attributes are as follows:
DSORG: PS or PO
LRECL: 80
RECFM: FB

MSGFILE
Contains message output (required by some functions).

NOTE
If this data set is not allocated, you might miss important processing messages.
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Space requirements are determined by functions requested. Data set attributes are as follows:
DSORG: PS
LRECL: 80
RECFM: FB

REPFILE
Contains the output of reports (required by some functions).

NOTE
If this data set is not allocated, no reports are generated.

Space requirements are determined by functions requested. Data set attributes are as follows:
DSORG: PS
LRECL: 80
RECFM: FB

PARMFILE
Contains parameter output from batch activity. The PARMFILE is usually input into another function (such as RC/
Migrator Quick Migration) or into another job step. If not allocated in JCL, the PARMFILE data set is dynamically
allocated to a temporary data set for the life of the job step.
Space requirements are determined by functions requested. Data set attributes are as follows:
DSORG: PS
LRECL: 80
RECFM: FB

DDLFILE
Contains generated BIND statements and other information (used by SYNCHRONIZE and BIND statement
processing). The DDLFILE can also be specified through the DSNAME parameter of the SYNCHRONIZE
statement. DDLFILE processing works with DSNAME as follows:

• If the DDLFILE is allocated in JCL and is also specified through DSNAME, the JCL allocation takes
precedence.

• If the DDLFILE is not allocated in JCL and is not specified through DSNAME, statement execution ceases.

Data set attributes are as follows:
DSORG: PS or PO
LRECL: 80
RECFM: FB

Example for Executing the Batch Utility
This example illustrates the execution of the batch utility. The JCL in this example does the following:

• Connects to sample Db2 subsystem ssid.
• Executes a SYNCHRONIZE for table PTI.PTMG4_RULES_0300.
• Generates BIND statements for all packages and plans that are found in the ssid catalog that reference the table.

BIND statements are written to member BINDDDL in the EDb2.BINDS.PDS data set.

//GENBINDS EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=ENLBCPME'  

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI.CDBALOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ssid.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT       

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.DB2910.SDSNLOAD         

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI.CDBALOAD

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI.CDBAPARM

//EDBOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                

//MSGFILE  DD  SYSOUT=*
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//REPFILE  DD  SYSOUT=*

//EDBIN    DD   *                                       

CONNECT SSID ssid .                                     

SYNCHRONIZE                                             

  TABLES              'PTI.PTMG4_RULES_0300'            

  BIND ONLY                                             

  DSNAME              'EDB2.BINDS.PDS(BINDDDL)'            

  REPLACE MEMBER                                        

  CATALOG QUALIFIER   'SYSIBM'                          

  FOOTPRINT QUALIFIER 'PTI'                             

  MODEL LIBRARY       'PTI.CDBAMODL’       

  MODEL MEMBER        MJEDB2SY                          

  .                                                     

//EDBTMPLT DD   *                                       

BIND                                                    

  PACKAGE     ( *018 )                                  

  OWNER       ( userid   )

  QUALIFIER   ( userid )       

  MEMBER      ( * )              

  LIBRARY     ( * )              

  CURRENTDATA ( * )              

  VALIDATE    ( * )              

  ISOLATION   ( * )              

  FLAG        ( * )              

  RELEASE     ( * )              

  DBPROTOCOL  ( * )              

  ENCODING    ( * )              

  EXPLAIN     ( * )              

  OWNER       ( *018 )           

  QUALIFIER   ( *018 )           

  ;                              

BIND                             

  PLAN        ( *A???? )       

  OWNER       ( *   )       

  QUALIFIER   ( * )       

  NODEFER     ( PREPARE  )       

  ACQUIRE     ( USE      )       

  ACTION      ( REPLACE  ) RETAIN

  CACHESIZE   ( 1024     )       

  CURRENTDATA ( YES      )       

  CURRENTSERVER ( YES      )     

  DEGREE      ( 1        )       

  DISCONNECT  ( EXPLICIT )       

  DYNAMICRULES  (      )         

  ENCODING    ( EBCDIC   )       

  EXPLAIN     ( YES )            

  FLAG        ( E   )            

  IMMEDWRITE  ( NO       )       

  ISOLATION   ( CS       )       

  KEEPDYNAMIC ( NO )             

  NOREOPT     ( VARS )           

  OPTHINT     ( CAAB001.* )      

  PATH        ( CAAB001.* )      
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  PKLIST      ( CAAB001.* )      

  RELEASE     ( COMMIT   )

  ROUNDING    ( CEILING  )

  SQLRULES    ( DB2      )

  VALIDATE    ( BIND     )

  ;
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Batch Utility Reference
The batch utility reference material includes information about the Control statements and how the TEMPLATE function
lets you customize the values associated with the BIND commands.

Control Statements for the Batch Utility
Control statements provide instructions to the batch utility regarding functions to perform.

Syntax Rules for the Control Statements

Control statements must conform to the following rules:

• Words in the statements are separated by spaces.
• Free-form input is permitted. That is, the statements can have embedded blanks and can span multiple input

statements. When the statements are processed, extraneous blanks are removed, except from strings with single or
double quotation marks.

• The statements must be terminated with the appropriate ending punctuation. Any text that occurs before the ending
punctuation is considered part of the statement.

• Comments must have an asterisk (*) in column 1.

BACK BIND -- Generate Db2 BIND Statements for Multiple Locations
The BACK BIND control statement generates Db2 BIND statements for Endevor locations that are lower in the location
map automatically. The control statement uses the associations table to identify the Db2 subsystems and writes
appropriate BIND statements to the DDLFILE data set as needed. The location and subsystem associations are
maintained in the association table (hlq.EDb2EEAT).

Back bind is a process where an element is bound to all Db2 systems where it exists as it moves through the Endevor
environment map. This process keeps the Db2 systems up to date with the most current version of a program. For
example:

• An Endevor map includes development (DEV), integration (INT), and production (PRD) environments that are linked in
that order. For each Endevor environment, there is a set of Db2 subsystems:
– DEV: DBD1, DBD2, DBD3
– INT: DBI1, DBI2, DBI3
– PRD: DBP1, DBP2, DBP3

• A source element exists at DEV. The element is compiled, linked, and bound to the three Db2 subsystems that are
associated with the DEV environment.

• The element is moved to INT. The element is generated and bound to the three INT subsystems. Since it was removed
from the DEV environments, the INT version must also be bound to the DEV Db2 subsystems.

• The element is moved to PRD. The element is generated and bound to the three PRD subsystems. Since it was
removed from the INT and DEV environments, the PRD version must also be bound to the INT and DEV Db2
subsystems.

Back bind must be able to relate the Endevor environments to a set of Db2 subsystems. An Endevor environment
association table maintains a list of Db2 subsystems for each Endevor environment. This processing provides the
relationship between an Endevor environment and the test Db2 subsystems.

This control statement locates the association table entry for the current environment and performs the following
processing:
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• Extracts information about Endevor locations from Endevor MCF files.
• Determines whether an association table entry exists for the location.
• Determines whether the element being bound exists at that location. If found, skips the BIND.
• Generates BIND statements at all current inventory location-associated Db2 subsystems.

Note the following restrictions:

• An association table entry must exist for the inventory location.
• Binds are performed only for the Db2 subsystems where the object was previously bound.
• The element must not exist in the inventory location to avoid binding an object that is being updated.

To create the DDL statements, use the template EDBTMPLT, which is a ddname pointing to a template data set.

Example: Sample BIND Syntax with BACK BIND

This example shows sample BIND syntax with BACK BIND specified:

BIND PACKAGE ( packagename )

  OWNER       ( userid   )

  QUALIFIER   ( userid )

  MEMBER      ( * ) 

  LIBRARY     ( * ) 

  BACK BIND

  ACTION (ADD     )

  IMMEDWRITE (NO)

  CURRENTDATA (NO)

  VALIDATE (RUN)

  ISOLATION   ( * ) 

  RELEASE     ( * ) 

  DBPROTOCOL  ( * ) 

  ENCODING    ( * ) 

  ;

Example: Sample BIND Syntax with LOCATION and BACK BIND

This example shows sample BIND syntax with BACK BIND LOCATION

CONNECT SSID ssid.

LOCATION ENV XXXX SYS YYYY SUBS ZZZZ STAGE XX.

BIND PACKAGE ( packagename )

    MEMBER (membername)                              

    OWNER (userid)                               

    QUALIFIER (userid)                           

    LIBRARY ('hlq.DBRMLIB')            

    ACTION (ADD    )                              

    IMMEDWRITE (NO)                               

    CURRENTDATA (NO)                              

    VALIDATE (RUN)                                

    ISOLATION (CS)                                

    RELEASE (COMMIT)                              

    DBPROTOCOL (DRDA)                             

    ENCODING (EBCDIC)                             

    EXPLAIN (NO)                                  

    DEGREE (1)                                    
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    KEEPDYNAMIC (NO)                              

    REOPT (NONE)                                  

    SQLERROR (NOPACKAGE)                          

    FLAG (I)                                      

    BACK BIND                                     

    ;                                             

BIND or REBIND -- Apply a Template to a Db2 BIND Statement
The BIND control statement applies a template to a Db2 BIND statement. The template contains mask values to apply to
the generated BIND statement. These masks customize the bind to a specific environment.

Generated BIND statements are stored in the DDLFILE data set. You can use these statements as input to a subsequent
job step or another job run at a different time.

NOTE
The parameters for the BIND statement are identical to parameters defined for the Db2 BIND command. For
more information about BIND parameters, see the IBM Db2 SQL Reference Guide.

Example: Apply a Template to a Db2 BIND Statement

This example applies a template to a Db2 BIND statement:

BIND PACKAGE ( packagename  )

   MEMBER     ( membername   )       

      CURRENTDATA ( NO   )         

      VALIDATE   ( RUN     )       

      ISOLATION  ( UR      )       

      FLAG       ( I       )       

      RELEASE    ( COMMIT  )       

      DBPROTOCOL ( DRDA )          

      ENCODING   ( EBCDIC  )       

      EXPLAIN    ( NO      ) ;     

REBIND PACKAGE ( packagename   )

   MEMBER     ( membername   )       

      CURRENTDATA ( NO   )         

      VALIDATE   ( RUN     )       

      ISOLATION  ( UR      )       

      FLAG       ( I       )       

      RELEASE    ( COMMIT  )

      DBPROTOCOL ( DRDA )

      ENCODING   ( EBCDIC  )

      EXPLAIN    ( NO      ) ;

BINDSYNC -- Generate Db2 BIND Statements for a Member
The BINDSYNC control statement generates Db2 BIND statements for a member. The member name can represent a
package or a DBRM. The control statement determines all associated collections and plans for the member and writes
appropriate BIND statements to the DDLFILE data set.

The BINDSYNC command is useful in a source control system. When a program is modified, you can input the member
name to the BINDSYNC command to rebind all associated packages and plans.

This control statement has the following format:
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BINDSYNC parameters.

Keyword parameters are as follows:

MEMBER
Specifies the member name for which Db2 BIND statements should be generated.

PLANS
Specifies the qualified names of plans to be synchronized.

PACKAGES
Specifies the qualified names of packages to be synchronized.

TABLES
Specifies the qualified names of tables to be synchronized.

VIEWS
Specifies the qualified names of views to be synchronized.

ELEMENTS
Specifies the qualified names of Endevor elements to be synchronized.

BIND ONLY
Generates only BIND statements for the selected objects.

DSNAME
Specifies the data set name to receive the JCL that generates the DDL or BIND statements.

SSID ssid
Specifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to which to connect and select objects to synchronize. This parameter
is unnecessary if a CONNECT statement was previously issued. Specifying this parameter can cause a new
connection to be made to the specified Db2 (disconnecting any previous Db2 connection).

NOTE
If you specify the SSID parameter, you do not need a CONNECT statement, because SSID ensures that the
connection is established (or switches from one subsystem to another subsystem).

CATALOG QUALIFIER
Specifies the qualifier of the Db2 system catalogs.
Default: SYSIBM

FOOTPRINT QUALIFIER
Specifies the qualifier for the Endevor for Db2 footprint table.
Default: PTI

TEMPLATE
Specifies the name of a member in a template library allocated to DDNAME EDBTMPLT. The template is
analyzed and applied to generated DDL strings for BIND statements when BIND ONLY is specified.
Allocate a template data set to DDNAME EDBTMPLT. If this data set is partitioned, use the TEMPLATE keyword
to specify the name of a member containing the templates to be used. If the data set organization is sequential,
the template name is ignored and the data set is read to analyze the templates.

Example: Generate Db2 BIND Statements for a Member

This example generates Db2 BIND statements for a member:

BINDSYNC MEMBER (membername).
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CONNECT -- Establish a Connection to a Db2 Subsystem
The CONNECT control statement establishes a connection to a Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
Specifying CONNECT establishes a single connection for multiple commands. To switch activity to a new Db2
subsystem, you can specify a DISCONNECT control statement and new CONNECT control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

CONNECT SSID ssid.

SSID ssid
Specifies the ID of the Db2 subsystem to which to connect. If a connection already exists, the product ignores the
connection request if the SSID is the same as the existing connection. If the SSID is different, a disconnection
occurs, followed by a new connection to the specified Db2 subsystem.

Example: Connect to Db2 Subsystem Db21

This example establishes a connection to Db2 subsystem Db21:

CONNECT SSID DB21.

DEFINE -- Define Associations
The DEFINE control statement creates an entry in the association table (hlq.EDb2EEAT). The association table relates
specific objects with particular Endevor inventory locations. Use this table for services that need specific information for
a system. You can specify multiple associations, update the association details, and create an association entry using
another entry as a template. To delete an entry in the association table, use the DELETE control statement.

This control statement has the following formats:

DEFINE ASSOCIATION|ASSOC association name|

       [LIKE association name]|

       [UPDATE|UPD]

  ENVIRONMENT|ENVIRON|ENV environment

  SYSTEM|SYS system

  SUBSYSTEM|SUBSYS|SUB subsystem

  STAGE|STG stage

  TYPE type

  SSID (ssid_list)

  HOST (host_list)

ASSOCIATION|ASSOC association name [LIKE association name]|[UPDATE|UPD]
Specifies the name of the association. You can specify an explicit name or an asterisk (*). If asterisk (*) is
specified for the association name, the name is generated using Endevor values.

• For LIKE, specify the name of the new entry and the name of the association entry to copy (template). For
example:
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DEFINE ASSOCIATION DEV_TABLE_XX54

  LIKE        DEV_TABLE_XX53

• For UPDATE or UPD, specify the association table and include the attribute to update. For example, to update
the Db2 subsystem, specify:

DEFINE ASSOCIATION DEV_TABLE_XX53

  DB2         ssid1,ssid2

  UPDATE       

Limits: 1 to 128 nonblank nondelimiter characters. Delimiters include commas, semicolons, and blanks.
ENVIRONMENT|ENVIRON|ENV environment

Specifies the Endevor environment location.
SYSTEM|SYS system

Specifies the Endevor system location.
SUBSYSTEM|SUBSYS|SUB subsystem

Specifies the Endevor subsystem location.
STAGE|STG stage

Specifies the Endevor stage value.
TYPE type

Specifies the Endevor element type. For example, ASMDb2.
SSID (ssid_list)

Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the association table exists. List one or more Db2 subsystems to be
associated with this Endevor environment.

HOST (host_list)
Specifies the host system names where the execution is performed. Use the SMF ID for each system. One or
more can be specified.

DELETE -- Delete Associations
The DELETE control statement lets you remove associations from the association table.

This control statement has the following format:

DELETE association name

association name
Identifies the association table entry name to delete from the association table.

DISCONNECT -- Terminate a Connection to a Db2 Subsystem
The DISCONNECT control statement terminates a connection to a Db2 subsystem.

Note: DISCONNECT is unnecessary as the last statement, because the batch utility automatically disconnects from Db2
before terminating.

This control statement has the following format:

DISCONNECT .
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NOTE
The DISCONNECT statement has no associated parameters.

FOOTPRINT -- Footprint Db2 Plans and Packages
The FOOTPRINT control statement footprints Db2 plans and Db2 packages and stores the footprint information in Db2
tables:

• EFP01 is updated with fields from SYSPLAN.
• EFP02 is updated with fields from SYSPACKAGES.

The stored information is used during synchronization to establish the connection between Endevor elements and the Db2
objects they reference. You can maintain footprints using the Db2 FREE command.

This control statement has the following format for binds:

FOOTPRINT ELEMENT *|member-name

  SSID ssid 

* (asterisk)
Includes all members.

member-name
Includes only the specific member-name.

SSID ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID.

This control statement accepts the following format as input for removing plans and packages. MEMBER identifies the
object to delete from the plan or package footprint table. When asterisk is specified for MEMBER, all existing plan or
package footprint entries on the specified subsystem are deleted.

FOOTPRINT

  FREE       (PLAN or PACKAGE)

  LOCATION   (*)

  COLLECTION (*)

  VERSION    (*)

  MEMBER     (member-name or *)

  SSID       (ssid)

NOTE
LOCATION, COLLECTION, and VERSION are valid only for FREE (PACKAGE). Using an asterisk for these
options applies the delete to all locations, collections, or versions that are associated with the specified
member. For example, to delete a member in all available collections, specify MEMBER as membername and
COLLECTION as (*).

Example: BIND Statement Format

The FOOTPRINT control statement accepts a DSN type BIND statement as input for packages and plans. Input for the
BIND statements is specified in the BINDLIB DD statement. The associated DBRMLIB is specified in the DBRMLIB DD
statement. The EDBOUT DD statement contains the operator messages.

This example shows the BIND statement format. The continuation character can be a plus (+) or minus (-) sign.

DSN  SYSTEM(SSID)                   

 BIND PACKAGE (EDB2_SAMPLE_PKG)   + 

      MEMBER  (SQLSAMP)           + 

      RELEASE (COMMIT)            + 
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      ACTION  (REP)               + 

      ISOLATION (CS)              + 

      VALIDATE (BIND)             + 

      EXPLAIN  (NO)                 

END

Example: FREE Statement Format

This example shows the FREE statement format for a plan:

FOOTPRINT

  FREE     (PLAN)

  MEMBER   (member-name or *)

  SSID     (ssid)

Note: When asterisk is specified for MEMBER, all existing plan footprint entries on the specified subsystem are deleted.

This example shows the FREE statement format for a package:

FOOTPRINT

  FREE       (PACKAGE)

  LOCATION   (*)

  COLLECTION (*)

  VERSION    (*)

  MEMBER     (member-name or *)

  SSID       (ssid)

All collections and versions in all locations on the specified subsystem, are deleted when asterisk is specified for these
options.

REFRESH -- Refresh a Stored Procedure in Cache
The REFRESH control statement refreshes a changed stored procedure by identifying the stored procedure type
(referencing the schema and procedure name) and executing the appropriate commands to activate the updated version
of the stored procedures.

NOTE
To handle external stored procedures, the batch utility must reside in an APF-authorized library. For nonresident
stored procedures, the refresh is ignored.

This control statement has the following format:

REFRESH parameters.

Keyword parameters are as follows:

PROCEDURE
Specifies the name of the procedure to refresh.

SSID ssid
Specifies the ID of the Db2 subsystem whose catalog you want to search for information about the procedure. If
a connection already exists, the product ignores the connection request if the SSID is the same as the existing
connection. If the SSID is different, a disconnection occurs, followed by a new connection to the specified Db2
subsystem.

NOTE
If you specify the SSID parameter, you do not need a CONNECT statement, because SSID ensures that the
connection is established (or switches from one subsystem to another subsystem).
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SCHEMA
Specifies the schema name for the stored procedure.

Example: Refresh a Stored Procedure

This example refreshes a stored procedure in cache:

REFRESH                                                                

  PROCEDURE STORED_PROCEDURE 

  SCHEMA    DB2USER 

  WLM ENV APPLENV 

  SSID DB21

  .

SET OPTIONS -- Specify Global Batch Parameters
The SET OPTIONS control statement accepts global parameters for the batch execution. This command supports the
setting of the Endevor inventory location as well as other options including accepting the default SQLID to be used for
queries.

This control statement has the following format:

SET [OPTIONS]

    SSID ssid or ssid_list

    ENVIRONMENT|ENVIRON|ENV environment     

    SYSTEM|SYS system

    SUBSYSTEM|SUBSYS|SUB subsystem

[OPTIONS]
Specifies an optional string for the SET control statement. The remaining parameters are required.

SSID ssid or ssid_list
Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the association table exists. List one or more Db2 subsystems to be
associated with this Endevor environment.

ENVIRONMENT|ENVIRON|ENV environment
Specifies the Endevor environment location.

SYSTEM|SYS system
Specifies the Endevor system location.

SUBSYSTEM|SUBSYS|SUB subsystem
Specifies the Endevor subsystem location.

STOP ON ERROR -- Terminate Control Statement Processing after an Error
The STOP ON ERROR control statement instructs the batch utility to terminate control statement processing if an error
occurs. For example, you can instruct the utility to not try to execute multiple statements after a Db2 connection fails.

This control statement has the following format:

STOP ON ERROR.
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NOTE
The STOP ON ERROR statement has no associated parameters.

SYNCHRONIZE -- Synchronize Application Components for Db2 and Endevor
The Synchronize facility ensures that the catalog components of a Db2 application are synchronized with the application
components that are managed by Endevor. Synchronize accesses the Db2 catalog and DBRM footprint data to identify
relationships between Db2 and Endevor entities. Synchronize depends on the Db2 catalog entries that are recorded when
static SQL is bound.

The SYNCHRONIZE control statement specifies options and elements to be synchronized. You can use the control
statement to generate BIND statements for changed elements.

Generated BIND statements are stored in the DDLFILE data set. You can use these statements as input to a subsequent
job step or another job run at a different time.

This control statement has the following format:

SYNCHRONIZE parameters.

Keyword parameters are as follows:

PLANS
Specifies the qualified names of plans to be synchronized.

PACKAGES
Specifies the qualified names of packages to be synchronized.

TABLES
Specifies the qualified names of tables to be synchronized.

VIEWS
Specifies the qualified names of views to be synchronized.

ELEMENTS
Specifies the qualified names of Endevor elements to be synchronized.

BIND ONLY
Generates only BIND statements for the selected objects.

DSNAME
Specifies the data set name to receive the JCL that generates the DDL or BIND statements.

SSID ssid
Specifies the name of the Db2 subsystem to which to connect and select objects to synchronize. This parameter
is unnecessary if a CONNECT statement was previously issued. Specifying this parameter can cause a new
connection to be made to the specified Db2 (disconnecting any previous Db2 connection).

NOTE
If you specify the SSID parameter, you do not need a CONNECT statement, because SSID ensures that the
connection is established (or switches from one subsystem to another subsystem).

CATALOG QUALIFIER
Specifies the qualifier of the Db2 system catalogs.
Default: SYSIBM

FOOTPRINT QUALIFIER
Specifies the qualifier for the Endevor for Db2 footprint table.
Default: PTI
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MODEL NAME
Specifies the model name to be used by RC/Migrator.

MODEL CREATOR
Specifies the creator name of the model.

Specifying BIND ONLY generate statements to bind the application resources. The BIND statements are written to a data
set (specified on the SYNCHRONIZE statement) that can be used in subsequent processor steps as input to the Db2
BIND command or in some other job run at a later time. The generated BIND statements are derived from the templates
with masks applied

Example: Synchronize Application Components for Db2 and Endevor

This example synchronizes application components for Db2 and Endevor:

SYNCHRONIZE                                           

  PLANS     (‘db2usr.PLAN1’,’db2usr.plan2’)                  

  PACKAGES  (‘db2user.KG1’,’db2usr.PKG2’,’db2usr.PKG3’)                            

  TABLES    ‘db2user.TABLE1’

  VIEWS     ‘db2user.VIEW1’

  ELEMENTS  program1                                    

  BIND ONLY                                            

  DSNAME    'EDB2.DDL.OUTPUT(MEMBER1)’                    

  .

Templates for Customizing BIND Commands
The TEMPLATE function lets you customize the values associated with the BIND commands. You customize the values to
a particular environment by applying masks to template output strings.

The templates are maintained in data sets and are interpreted by the SYNCHRONIZE function and applied to the output
BIND statements. The batch utility can be executed within Endevor processors and provides the means to automate the
customization of BIND commands.

The batch utility supports templates for BIND statements. The templates resemble the Db2 BIND commands. BIND PLAN
and BIND PACKAGE are supported. Only parameters with a matching BIND/REBIND template are written to the output
file. Use this to restrict the statements written for the bind. For example, omitting the LIBRARY () clause from the BIND
template prevents the BIND LIBRARY clause from being included in the written BIND statement.

Example: Sample BIND Templates

This example shows sample BIND templates:

BIND 

  PACKAGE     ( *018 )

  OWNER       ( userid   )

  QUALIFIER   ( userid )

  MEMBER      ( * ) 

  LIBRARY     ( * ) 

  CURRENTDATA ( * ) 

  VALIDATE    ( * ) 

  ISOLATION   ( * ) 

  FLAG        ( * ) 

  RELEASE     ( * ) 

  DBPROTOCOL  ( * ) 
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  ENCODING    ( * ) 

  EXPLAIN     ( * ) 

  OWNER       ( *018 ) 

  QUALIFIER   ( *018 ) 

  ;                              

BIND 

  PLAN        ( *A???? ) 

  OWNER       ( *  ) 

  QUALIFIER   ( * ) 

  NODEFER     ( PREPARE  )

  ACQUIRE     ( USE      ) 

  ACTION      ( REPLACE  ) RETAIN

  CACHESIZE   ( 1024     ) 

  CURRENTDATA ( YES      ) 

  CURRENTSERVER ( YES      ) 

  DEGREE      ( 1        ) 

  DISCONNECT  ( EXPLICIT ) 

  DYNAMICRULES  (      ) 

  ENCODING    ( EBCDIC   ) 

  EXPLAIN     ( YES ) 

  FLAG        ( E   ) 

  IMMEDWRITE  ( NO       ) 

  ISOLATION   ( CS       ) 

  KEEPDYNAMIC ( NO ) 

  REOPT       ( NONE )  ;

Template Masks
Each template can specify masks that customize the values in the generated output. These masks modify the source data
before it is written to the output file.

NOTE
The source data is changed in the target fields; the source fields are unmodified.

Mask rules are as follows:

• The mask can specify replacement characters for corresponding positions in the source data. The replacement
characters appear in the generated text in place of the source data.

• The length of the mask limits the length of the target data. Using a floating wildcard (*) takes the length from the source
field. Without the floating wildcard, the following behaviors apply:
– If mask length is shorter than source length, the source is truncated to the mask length and substitutions apply.
– If mask length is longer than source length, the target is extended and substitutions apply.

Mask Wildcard Characters
The following wildcard characters are available in masks:

?
Copies a corresponding single character from source field to target field.
Length: 1

*
Copies 0 or more corresponding source characters to the target field. Only one instance of the * character is
allowed in a mask.
Length: Variable
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-
Removes the single character at the relative position from the target field.
Length: 1

<>
Uses the data within the brackets by inserting the data into the relative position in the target.
Length: Variable

Examples of Masks
The following table shows examples of mask usage:

Source Mask Result
ABCDEFGHI * ABCDEFGHI (No substitutions)
ABCDEFGHI ????XYZ* ABCDXYZHI

(Replace characters in positions 5-7)
ABCDEFGHI *XYZ ABCDEFXYZ

(Replace last 3 characters)
ABCDEFGHI ??? ABC

(Restrict target string to first three
characters)

ABCDEFGHI XYZ* XYZDEFGHI
(Replace first three characters)

ABCDEFGHI X*Y XBCDEFGHY
(Replace first and last character)

ABCDEFGHI *A* Syntax error
ABCD *XYZ123 XYZ123 (Replace all characters)
ABCDEFGHI *<JKL>??? ABCDEFJKLGHI

(Insert characters into output string)
ABCDEFGHI ????--??? ABCDGHI

(Delete characters from output string)
ABCDEFGHI ZYXWVUT ZYXWVUT

(Always output the template string)
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Messages
Endevor Interface for Db2 generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions
that might occur.

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To search for specific messages in the Database Management Solutions for Db2, go to Database Management Solutions
for Db2 Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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